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This paper presents a mini-review of magnetorheological (MRF) fluid-based devices (MRF

devices in short) including the brake, clutch, damper, and the mount reported from 2013

to 2018. MRF devices are usually designed based on three operating modes of MRF:

flow mode, shear mode and squeeze mode. Each mode has its own characteristics for

the high performance of application systems. Therefore, numerous design configurations

of MRF devices have been proposed by many researchers. In this article, among

many different MRF devices such as MRF brake, clutch, damper and MRF mount

proposed over the last 6 years are examined in the sense of their structural configuration

and operating principles. Certain advantages and demerits of each MRF device are

also discussed. In addition, some useful design guidelines of MRF devices, which are

absolutely different from developed MRF devices so far, are provided to enhance design

simplicity and control performance.

Keywords: magnetorheological fluid (MRF), MRF devices, design configuration, MRF mount, MRF brake, MRF

clutch, MRF damper

INTRODUCTION

Magnetorheological fluid (MRF) is known as an attractive smart material which can be widely
utilized to develop devices in various industries including automotive engineering, aerospace
engineering, the manufacturing industry and medical fields. Specific application devices are the
damper (or shock absorber), brake, clutch, mount, the prosthetic leg, and lower-limb exoskeleton.
The first device which was commercialized is the shock absorber for a vehicle suspension system
which can adaptively control unwanted vibrations induced by road conditions. There are several
reasons why MRF devices are attractive to many different researchers. Those include reversible
property between liquid phase and solid phase, low power consumption (around 2–5 Watt for
the vehicle damper), fast response time (<10 ms) and design simplicity with the magnetic core
only. In terms of the rheological characteristics, the magnitude of the storage and loss modulus are
controlled by the intensity of the magnetic field to be applied to the fluid domain. In addition, one
unique merit of an MRF device, which does not exist in conventional devices such as servomotor
and hydraulic devices, is the fail-safe function. In other words, MRF devices can provide passive
device performance, even when it fails during control action. This is possible since an MRF device
has a carrier liquid which is equivalent to the viscous oil frequently used in passive devices. This
unique feature is attractive for numerous application and systems utilizing MRF devices.
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Among numerous MRF device-based mechanisms, in this
review article MRF brake, clutch, damper, and MRF mount are
examined in terms of their design configurations and operating
principles. These MRF devices are chosen since they can apply
to many different systems such as the vibration control of an
automobile, vibration control of seismic, and several different
rehabilitation prosthetics. An MRF brake and clutch can be
applied to vehicles, automatic conveyer tables, vibration control
cables, prosthetic legs, and rotation mechanisms such as a
robot joint. An MRF damper can be applied to an automotive
suspension system, the vibration control of seismic, the vibration
control of a washing machine, the vibration control of flexible
structures and the vibration control of mechanisms of the civil
engineering field such as a vibration absorber of a very tall
building or a long bridge. AnMRFmount is very useful to control
unwanted vibrations which occur in most dynamic systems in
which an MRF damper cannot be installed due to the lack of
space. For example, a mount for a vehicle engine, a wheel loader,
a precision stage and a mount for a compact disk rom.

In this review article, newly developed MRF devices, in their
third stage of practical application is examined by focusing on the
design configuration and showing principal components. Some
advantages and disadvantages of each MRF device are discussed
in terms of design and control. Moreover, some drawbacks
of sedimentation, leakage and durability of MRF filled in the
devices are also reviewed. Prior to concluding the article, some
advanced MRF devices, which can avoid existing impediments,
are suggested by drawing a conceptual design configuration.
This article will be very helpful to understand the specific

TABLE 1 | Studies of MRF brake and MRF clutch in 2013–2018.

No. Type of brake/clutch References

1 Double-plate MRF clutch Kavlicoglu et al., 2013

2 Linear MRF brake with multi-coil piston Alkan et al., 2013

3 Concentric cylinder-brake Rossa et al., 2014b

4 Disc-cylinder type MRF clutch Dai et al., 2013

5 Two-layer multi-plate MRF clutch Wang et al., 2013

6 Multi-gap MRF clutch Bucchi et al., 2013

7 Multi-coil MRF brake Shiao and Nguyen, 2013

8 Disc-type MRF brake with flexible envelope Nguyen et al., 2014

9 Multi-layered MRF brake Rossa et al., 2014a

10 Multi-pole MRF brake Shiao et al., 2014

11 Multi-layered MRF brake Rossa et al., 2014b

12 Multi-disc MRF brake Bucchi et al., 2014

13 Outside coil MRF brake with flexible envelope Nguyen et al., 2015

14 Multi-pole bilayer MRF brake Shiao et al., 2016

15 Disc-type MRF brake Wang et al., 2016

16 Multi-pole MRF brake Wu et al., 2016

17 Disc-type MRF brake with adjustable gap Song et al., 2017

18 Multi-gap MRF clutch Rizzo, 2017

19 Multi-pole MRF brake Yu et al., 2017

20 Helix MRF brake Mars and Gurocak, 2017

21 Disc-type MRF brake and Cylinder-type MRF

clutch

Cha et al., 2018

design methods of major MRF devices and provide very useful
guidelines for MRF devices which can be practically realized in
the field.

MRF BRAKE AND MRF CLUTCH

Design of an MRF brake/clutch uses two modes of MRF: flow
mode and shear mode. If the core is rotated and the housing
is fixed, the design is called an MRF brake, and inversely its
name is n MRF clutch. The torque level of the brake and
clutch is controlled by controlling the input current (or magnetic
field intensity). Therefore, very accurate torque transmission and
stopping can be achieved by a simple, but very effective MRF
device. The MRF brake and clutch, developed during 2013–2018,
is summarized in Table 1. In 2013, most design types of the
MRF brake and clutch were classified by four configurations:
multi-disc, multi-plate, multi-gap andmulti-coil (pole). Basically,
these design methods are easy to fabricate because it only
includes the disc or the coil. In 2014, a different design for
the MRF brake was presented (Nguyen et al., 2014) in which
the housing structure was modified to optimize the magnetic
line. This design methodology was breakthrough in the design
of MRF devices in the sense of the minimization of housing
material. In this design method, the torque level is similar to
the conventional one, but the manufacturing cost is reduced
substantially. In 2015, a new model of the MRF brake was
proposed based on the changeable structure of the electric or/and
magnetic coil (Nguyen et al., 2015). This was made possible
by placing the electric coil at the outside of the housing. In
2016, a new combination of permanent magnetic and MRF for
MRF brake design has been reported in Yu et al. (2017). It
has been shown that the torque control performance of this
design method is good, but the practical realization is difficult
due to the large size of the permanent magnet and the housing.
Moreover, the assembly and maintenance of each components
is not easy. In 2017, a new design method for the MRF clutch
was reported (Rizzo, 2017). In this designmethod, the permanent

FIGURE 1 | Design of multi-coil MRF brake (Shiao and Nguyen, 2013).
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magnet was used to control the magnetic field of the clutch. The
magnitude of torque varied following the position of the magnet.
In the off-state, the position of the magnet does not contact
the MRF area using the spring. In the on-state, the position
of the magnet is moved to the MRF area by the expansion
of the spring. It is therefore efficient to control the rotational
motion of the connected MRF devices. One unique feature of
this design method is the increase of the torque level with the
same magnetic field and also the prevention of the block-up
phenomenon, in which the flow motion of the MRF does not
occur. In 2018, no new design configuration of the MR brake
and clutch has been proposed. However, the research work on
the reduction of the saturation problem of the magnetic materials
was actively undertaken.

In this review article, two specific design configurations of the
MRF brake device are examined in more detail. Figure 1 shows
the design schematic of the MRF brake with multi-coils (Shiao
and Nguyen, 2013). In this design, the multi-coil housing is used
and the design concept was inspired from the configuration of the
electric motor. The magnetic field in the coils control the state
of the MRF from the liquid phase to solid phase, or vice versa,
which is arranged in the central rod of the brake. In this brake
design, the housing with the coils is always fixed. The advantages
of the multi-coil brake include the increase of efficiency of the
magnetic line and the separated control of every coil. However,
this design may increase the manufacturing costs associated with
its relatively large size. Moreover, the collision of magnetic lines
among electrical coils may occur and making the torque level
similar to the conventional disc type of the brake. Figure 2 shows
a type of MRF brake called a helix cylinder (Mars and Gurocak,
2017). The unique feature of this design is to shape the core of
the MRF brake to the helix cylinder. By doing this, the volume of
the MRF can be reduced, while also maintaining the high levels
of the braking torque in the presence of a magnetic field. In fact,
in this design method, the core plays an important role in the
MRF brake. The air is used as an accumulator which prevents
the shock vibration and supports the damping coefficient of the
MRF device. This design configuration has a simple structure, but
several problems need to be resolved. The first disadvantage of
this design is the need for accurate manufacturing of the core part
which subsequently increases the cost. Another demerit is that
the flow motion of the MRF is not smooth, due to the shape of

the helix gap. Moreover, high performance devices are required
to maintain air pressure.

MRF DAMPER

When designing a damper, three modes of MRF is used
such as flow, shear and squeeze modes. The specific design
configurations of the MRF damper are summarized in Table 2.
It can be seen from the table that the piston-type MRF damper
has a structural design, in which the flow mode predominantly
occurs to generate the field-dependent damping force. It can be
noted here that the damping force subjected to the shear mode
is smaller than that operated with the flow mode under the
same design constraints. However, the MRF damper operated
with the squeeze mode, can provide a larger damping force
than when operated with the flow mode, due to the small
stroke. The multi-coil type damper is also very effective in terms
of the magnitude of the field-dependent damping force, since
the magnetic coils can easily be optimized to have maximum
magnetic field distribution. In 2014, three different features of
the MRF damper were introduced. The first design configuration
was proposed in McLaughlin et al. (2014) where the MRF valve,
associated with the spiral core, to manage the flow of MRF
was used. One of the merits of this structural configuration is
to have a smooth flow motion of MRF in the gap since there
is no obstruction in the flow path. The second type of MRF
damper was fabricated on the basis of the squeeze mode (Yazid
et al., 2014). One salient property of this type, is to have a
high damping force compared with the type of the flow mode.
However, the squeeze mode MRF damper type cannot be applied
to dynamic systems, which have a large moving stroke due to
the difficulty of the sealing. The third type of MRF damper was
devised considering both the permanent magnetic and electrical
coil (Sapinski, 2014). This type is a special device for energy
harvesting purposes instead of vibration control. One drawback
of this type is the design complexity, due to many parts of both
the housing and the core. In 2015, a new damper using metal
foams embedded MRF was introduced to save the volume of
MRF (Liu et al., 2015). The design configuration is unique, but
its performance is poor, due to the high friction between the
core and the foam. In 2016, a new MRF damper consisting
of a mechanical spring, in combination with the damper was

FIGURE 2 | MRF brake with helix housing design (Mars and Gurocak, 2017).
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TABLE 2 | Studies of MRF damper in 2013-2018.

No. Type of damper References

1 Piston-type damper with single coil (flow mode) Case et al., 2013

2 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Bai et al., 2013

3 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Goldasz and Sapinski,

2013

4 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Ding et al., 2013

5 MRF valve with multi-coil (shear mode) Zhou and Zhang,

2013

6 Piston-type damper with single coil (flow mode) Hadadian et al., 2013

7 Spiral channel bypass valve (shear mode) McLaughlin et al.,

2014

8 Piston-type with multi-coil (shear and squeeze

modes)

Yazid et al., 2014

9 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Sapinski, 2014

10 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Singh and Wereley,

2014

11 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Zemp et al., 2014

12 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Singh et al., 2014

13 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Hu et al., 2014a

14 MRF valve with single coil (flow mode) Chae and Choi, 2015

15 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Kim et al., 2015

16 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Zheng et al., 2014

17 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Hu et al., 2014b

18 Piston-type with single coil (squeeze mode) Gong et al., 2014

19 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Wang et al., 2014

20 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Mughni et al., 2015

21 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Sohn et al., 2015

22 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Liu et al., 2015

23 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Hu et al., 2015

24 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Powell et al., 2016

25 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Kim et al., 2016

26 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Park et al., 2016

27 Piston-type with permanent magnet (flow

mode)

Kim et al., 2017

28 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Zhang et al., 2017

29 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Dominguez et al.,

2017

30 Piston-type with single coil (flow mode) Gao et al., 2017

31 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Kubik et al., 2017

32 Piston-type with multi-coil (flow mode) Zheng et al., 2017

33 Piston-type with permanent magnet (flow

mode)

Maddah et al., 2018

proposed, to support the required static force in vibration control
(Powell et al., 2016). The main function of the spring is to act
as a door to open or close the valve embedded in the center of
the core piston. In 2017, a new MRF damper, activated by the
permanent magnets instead of the magnetic coils was introduced
(Kim et al., 2017). In this damper, the capability of the field-
dependent damping force control is achieved through a special
arrangement of the permanent magnets. In other words, the
damping force can be controlled by moving the position of the
permanent magnets, to magnetize different areas. It should be
noted that theMRF damper, activated by the permanentmagnets,

FIGURE 3 | MRF damper with valve and multi-coils (Powell et al., 2016).

FIGURE 4 | MRF damper with inclined gap and multi-coils (Zheng et al., 2017).

can be manufactured with a cheaper cost compared with the
magnetic coil operated MRF damper, but the damping force
induced from the magnetic field is lower than the conventional
MRF damper. Therefore, optimizing the shape of the permanent
magnets needs to be researched in order to increase the
field-dependent damping force.

In this review article, two different types of MRF dampers
are specifically examined with regards to their design structures.
Figure 3 presents a hybrid damper (Powell et al., 2016). This
design uses a combination of a valve and a multi-coil core.
The difference of upper pressure and lower pressure of the
damper is adjusted by the valve with the mechanical spring.
The flow of MRF is not blocked, which is an advantage of
the design. When the core damper is moved up, the valve
will be closed. In this case, the pressure of the upper chamber
is larger than the lower chamber. The damping force is also
increased to control vibration. After that, the core of the damper
is moved down, the valve is opened, and the pressure of both
chambers is balanced. The force in this time is smaller than
the former. Figure 4 shows the MRF damper, in which the
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TABLE 3 | Studies of MRF mount in 2013–2018.

No. Type of damper References

1 MRF valve (flow and shear modes) Kang et al., 2013

2 MRF valve (flow and squeeze modes) Farjoud et al., 2013

3 MRF valve (flow and shear modes) Nguyen et al., 2013

4 MRF valve (flow, shear, and squeeze mode) Do et al., 2014

5 MRF valve (squeeze mode) Li et al., 2016

6 MR elastomer Yarra et al., 2018

FIGURE 5 | MRF mount with the flexible plate for changeable gap (Do et al.,

2014).

magnetic distribution can be adjusted by making an inclined
gap (Zheng et al., 2017). When the core is moved, the damping
force is also changed. When the core is moved to the left, the
damping force obtains the maximum value to control vibration.
The pressure of the left chamber is larger than the right chamber.
Inversely, the force is smaller than the above movement. It has
been shown that the block up phenomenon can be prevented
by the inclined gap of the core damper. However, the general
force for both designs, (Powell et al., 2016) and (Zheng et al.,
2017), is not larger than the conventional design. In addition,
the size of the proposed structure is also bigger than the
conventional device.

MRF MOUNT

It is known that the MRF mount is very effective in attenuating
a small magnitude and a high frequency of vibrations in many
dynamic systems such engine excitation. The flow motion of
the MRF mount is the same as that of the MRF damper: flow
mode, shear mode and squeeze mode. For the past 6 years,
many research works on the MRF mount have been undertaken
and some studies are summarized in Table 3. Most design
configurations of the MRF mount reported during 2013–2017
feature valve types with more than one operating mode. The

FIGURE 6 | MRF mount with the squeeze mode (Li et al., 2016).

FIGURE 7 | MRF block-chain valve.

main structure used in these years were designed to have the
MRF valve type in which the H-gap is the most significant
design parameter. The pressure difference between the upper and
lower chambers, which is directly related to the field-dependent
damping force, is determined by the H-gap. However, these types
of MRF mounts have a bottle neck when the H-gap is designed
with a very narrow scale. More specifically, the flow motion is
stopped in the narrow gap and hence the controllability of the
damping force is no longer possible. This is called the block-
up phenomenon. In 2014, a breakthrough design of the MRF
mount was proposed to avoid the block-up phenomenon (Do
et al., 2014) as shown in Figure 5. It is seen from the schematic
configuration that a flexible plate is positioned between the upper
and lower plates which can change the glow gap depending
upon the vibration or excitation magnitudes. In other words, the
gap size can be enlarged when the vibration magnitude is large
while it can be smaller when the vibration magnitude is very
small. By activating this principle, the block-up phenomenon,
which appeared in almost all conventional MRF mounts, can
effectively be avoided. In addition, a simple design with a low
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FIGURE 8 | MRF damper with multi-outside coils, (A) general view, (B) view of

multi-coils.

manufacturing cost is possible to meet a certain requirement
in many different applications such as an engine mount, bridge
mount and an electronic appliance mount. In 2016, a squeeze
mount shown in Figure 6 was proposed in (Li et al., 2016). The
core component of this type of MRF mount is the chamber
containing MRF, in which the squeeze motion (or up and down
motions) occurs to produce the field-dependent damping force.
In order to achieve an appropriate damping force, the height
(or gap) of the chamber needs to be optimized. In general, the
gap size of the squeeze mode MRF mount is around 1–2mm
for the application to vehicle engine mount. One drawback of
this type is the difficulty in vibration control, with relatively
large magnitudes, due to the sealing issue preventing leakage in
its practical use, which becomes more serious. Therefore, this
type of MRF mount is effective in controlling small excitations
with relatively high frequency components. Recently, a new
design structure, to avoid the block-up behavior, was proposed
(Sakai and Stramigioli Visuali, 2018). In this design, the cores
have been modified to balance the pressure of both the upper
and lower chamber. In addition, two pistons connected to the

vibration plate was used to balance the pressure between the
two pistons. Therefore, the block-up behavior can be avoided
by properly controlling the pressure difference (or the field-
dependent actuating force) through the servo valve system. It is
remarked here that recently, a new kind of high-loaded mount
using MR elastomer was introduced in Yarra et al. (2018). The
mount based on the MR elastomer does not require any fluid
reservoir, but the response time is relatively slow.

CONCLUSION WITH SUGGESTIONS

In this review article, MR devices reported over the last 6
years (2013–2018) were examined in terms of their design
configuration. It was identified that many different structural
configurations for the brake, clutch, damper and mount can be
devised, when considering the principal operating models: flow,
shear and squeeze. Several problems that need to be resolved,
for successful practical use, despite some MRF dampers that are
commercially available now, still remain. Among these many
problems, two of the most significant issues that need to be
resolved, for the practical application in many fields, are the
avoidance or minimization of the block-up phenomenon and the
maximization of the field-dependent actuating force with certain
design constraints.

Figure 7 presents a possible design of an MRF device which
can produce a high damping force without any block-up
phenomenon. In this design structure, the main component is
an opened block-chain of the MRF valve. The elastic housing
is deformed and then the non-valve elastic joint becomes
infinitely stiff in order to absorb the vibrations. Thus, the
stiffness of the elastic material will be optimized to control
vibrations without causing block-up behavior, by implementing
an appropriate controller. Another effective design configuration
for the MRF device is to place the magnetic coils on the
outside of the housing as shown in Figure 8. Advantages of
this design include the independent control of each magnetic
line, the adaptiveness to the change of the vibration (or
excitation) and the possibility of several segments of different
actuating forces to meet the corresponding external disturbances
such as unwanted vibrations or noise. It is noted here that
successful development of this MRF device type requires both
the reliable hardware and accurate software associated with an
appropriate controller.
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